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Abstract

Control-flow hijacking and data-oriented attacks are be-
coming more sophisticated. These attacks, especially data-
oriented attacks, can result in critical security threats, such
as leaking an SSL key. Data-oriented attacks are hard to de-
fend against with acceptable performance due to the sheer
amount of data pointers present. The root cause of such at-
tacks is using pointers in unintended ways; fundamentally,
these attacks rely on abusing pointers to violate the original
scope they were used in or the original types that they were
declared as.
This paper proposes Scope Type Integrity (STI), a new de-

fense policy that enforces all pointers (both code and data
pointers) to conform to the original programmer’s intent, as
well as Runtime Scope Type Integrity (RSTI) mechanisms to
enforce STI at runtime leveraging ARM Pointer Authenti-
cation. STI gathers information about the scope, type, and
permissions of pointers. This information is then leveraged
by RSTI to ensure pointers are legitimately utilized at run-
time. We implemented three defense mechanisms of RSTI,
with varying levels of security and performance tradeoffs
to showcase the versatility of RSTI. We employ these three
variants on a variety of benchmarks and real-world applica-
tions for a full security and performance evaluation of these
mechanisms. Our results show that they have overheads of
5.29%, 2.97%, and 11.12%, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Control-flow hijacking and data-oriented attacks have be-
come more sophisticated in recent years. For example, at-
tacks such as DOP [44] and NEWTON [81] exploit data point-
ers to leak sensitive data, such as SSL keys, or achieve arbi-
trary code execution. These attacks bypass many state-of-
the-art defensemechanisms [6, 17, 25, 31, 35, 38, 39, 43, 50, 53,
56, 64–67, 77, 78, 80, 82, 85, 86]. Such data-oriented attacks
are more difficult to defend against as data pointers are much
more abundant in programs than code pointers. It is also not
easy to distinguish between security-sensitive data pointers
(e.g., pointing to an SSL key) and non-security-sensitive data
pointers. These attacks abuse pointers in unintended ways,
far from what was originally intended by the programmer.
Several defense mechanisms have been proposed to pro-

tect data pointers [21, 26, 40, 71]. However, they suffer from
reliance on programmer annotation, large dynamic meta-
data, partial protection (protecting only a subset of data
pointers), and/or high overhead. Reliance on programmer
annotation [72] makes it challenging to protect legacy pro-
grams. Moreover, the programmer may not accurately an-
notate everything, resulting in more possible bugs. Large
dynamic metadata [53] can be abused by an attacker to by-
pass defenses that heavily rely on metadata for enforcement.
More importantly, a creative attacker may abuse other non-
instrumented pointers to bypass the defense mechanism if
the program is only partially instrumented.
During a control-flow hijacking or data-oriented attack,

pointers are corrupted at runtime and the program behaves
anomalously, i.e., in a way that is not intended by the pro-
grammer. In C/C++ programs, variables have a specific type,
are valid inside a specific scope, and have specific permis-
sions. These are all restrictions imposed by the programmer.
We refer to these properties as the programmer’s intent.
However, at runtime, these restrictions are lost and are not
enforced in machine code. In a typical attack, the program-
mer’s intent is violated and the pointers are abused. As in
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prior work, our design philosophy is to leverage the restric-
tions inherently defined in the source code at runtime, so
that the program can be executed with the proper program-
mer’s intent, leaving little room for attackers to manipulate
the program.

To this end, this paper proposes Scope-Type Integrity (STI),
a new defense policy that enforces pointers to conform to the
programmer’s intent, by utilizing scope, type, and permission
information. STI collects information at compile time about
the type, scope, and permission (read/write) of every pointer
in the program. This information can then be used at runtime
to enforce that pointers comply with their intended purpose.
This allows STI to defeat advanced pointer attacks since these
attacks typically violate either the scope, type, or permission.
We present Runtime Scope-Type Integrity (RSTI) mecha-

nisms. RSTI leverages ARM Pointer Authentication (PA) to
generate Pointer Authentication Codes (PACs), based on the
information from STI, and place these PACs at the top bits of
the pointer. At runtime, the PACs are then checked to ensure
pointer usage complies with STI. In this way, pointers are
guaranteed to execute conforming to the programmer’s in-
tent expressed in the application. This allows integrity checks
to be performed without needing much external metadata
and provides high-security guarantees against creative at-
tacks. Also, leveraging ARM PA allows runtime checks to
be efficient, thus opening the way to efficiently and securely
protect all pointers in a program. We introduce RSTI-STWC
(Scope-Type without Combining), which is our main RSTI
mechanism. RSTI-STWC protects all pointers (both code and
data pointers) in a program and re-signs pointers whenever
a cast happens so that the type semantics of the program
can still be conformed to. We further introduce two variants
of RSTI-STWC: RSTI-STC (Scope-Type with Combining), a
relaxed version of RSTI-STWC, and RSTI-STL (Scope-Type
with Location), a stricter version of RSTI-STWC. With these
three mechanisms, we are able to show the variety of trade-
offs between security and performance of RSTI. We also
describe the precision of the enforcement of each mecha-
nism and the security implications of the design decisions
of each mechanism. We use the term Equivalence Class to
quantify the protection precision. Equivalence Class here
measures how unique each pointer type or variable is in the
program, and this quantifies how viable pointer substitution
attacks can be within an application. To this end, we make
the following contributions:

• We introduce a new defense policy, Scope-Type Integrity
(STI), that enforces pointers to conform to the program-
mer’s intent. It leverages scope, type, and permission in-
formation expressed in the source code to be used after it
has been lost during compilation. To our knowledge, STI is
the first of its kind to defend against pointer-based attacks
by hardening the programmer’s intent into machine code.

• We propose Runtime Scope-Type Integrity (RSTI), effi-
cient enforcement of STI using ARM’s Pointer Authen-
tication (PA). We introduce three RSTI mechanisms, RSTI-
STWC, RSTI-STC, and RSTI-STL, that instrument all point-
ers (both code and data pointers) with different restrictions,
showing a trade-off between security guarantees and per-
formance overhead.

• We prototype all three RSTI mechanisms on the LLVM
compiler, and demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
schemes on a commercial processor.

• We provide a comprehensive security evaluation of RSTI
and its mechanisms on state-of-the-art control-flow hijack-
ing and data-oriented attacks, and real-world CVEs.

• We evaluate RSTI’s mechanisms on a variety of bench-
marks and real-world programs, including SPEC CPU 2006,
SPEC CPU 2017, nbench, NGINX and CPython PyTorch,
with average overheads of 5.29%, 2.97%, and 11.12% for
RSTI-STWC, RSTI-STC and RSTI-STL, respectively.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Control-flow Hijacking

Control-flow hijacking attacks are critical because they
may allow attackers to run arbitrary code. A popular way to
carry out a control-flow hijacking attack is exploiting mem-
ory corruption vulnerabilities, which C/C++ programs are
prone to having. In particular, attackers can alter the value
of a code pointer (e.g., function pointers) by corrupting the
memory location that stores the pointer to subvert execution
flow of a program [14, 15, 20, 28, 34, 37, 74].

The control-flow hijacking attack in Figure 1 shows a vul-
nerability (CVE-2015-8668) in the libtiff library. This is

1 int TIFFWriteScanline(TIFF* tif, ...){
2 ...
3 // Function pointer dereference
4 // Arbitrary address
5 // Execute attack!!
6 status = (*tif->tif_encoderow)(tif, (uint8*) buf,
7 tif->tif_scanlinesize, sample); }
8 void _TIFFSetDefaultCompressionState(TIFF* tif){
9 // Function pointer assignment
10 tif->tif_encoderow = _TIFFNoRowEncode; }
11 TIFF* TIFFOpen(...){
12 ...
13 _TIFFSetDefaultCompressionState(tif);}
14 int main(int argc, char* argv[]){
15 TIFF *out = NULL;
16 out = TIFFOpen(outfilename, "w");
17 ...
18 uint32 uncompr_size;
19 unsigned char *uncomprbuf;
20 ...
21 uncompr_size = width * length;
22 // Unsanitized Code - Buffer overflow
23 uncomprbuf = (unsigned char *)_TIFFmalloc(
24 uncompr_size);
25 ...
26 if (TIFFWriteScanline(out, ...) < 0) {}
27 ...}

Figure 1. Control-flow hijacking attack example. The attacker can
exploit the buffer overflow vulnerability in Line 21.
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1 int serveconnection(int sockfd) {
2 char *ptr;
3 ...
4 if (strstr(ptr, "/..")) // Reject the request
5 log( ... ); // Buffer overflow!
6 ...
7 if (strstr(ptr, "cgi-bin") // Handle CGI request
8 ... }

Figure 2. Data-oriented attack example. The attacker corrupts ptr
in Line 4 to bypass the security checks.

a heap-based buffer overflow. The program does not sani-
tize the buffer size in Line 21. This means that uncomprbuf
can be too small, allowing the attacker to overflow heap
memory. A possible target is tif_encoderow, which is called
by TIFFWriteScanline. The attacker can then overwrite
tif_encoderowwith an arbitrary address that they can jump
to when the function pointer gets dereferenced.

2.2 Data-Oriented Attack

Data-oriented attacks aim to corrupt non-control data
pointers in order to maliciously leak information [23, 44] or
achieve arbitrary code execution. These attacks are much
more powerful than control-flow hijacking attacks, due to the
fact that they do not touch any control data. They have been
used, for example, to leak an SSL key [33, 44]. They are harder
to defend against due to the abundance of data pointers in a
program and the inability to distinguish security-sensitive
data pointers from non-security-sensitive data pointers.

Figure 2 shows an attack against the GHTTPD web server
[24]. In this attack, the attacker relies on corrupting the
pointer ptr. They send an HTTP request with a crafted URL.
Then, they trigger the buffer overflow vulnerability in log()
and overwrite the address in pointer ptr to the address of the
crafted URL. This crafted URL allows the attacker to bypass
the input validation checks in Lines 4 and 7, and the attacker
executes /bin/sh. Manipulating data pointers is often the
desired attack vector for data-oriented attacks [26].

2.3 Scope, Type, and Permission in C/C++

When a programmer writes a C/C++ program, each defined
variable has a few properties. Some of these are:
• Basic Type: Each variablemust have a specific type, e.g., ch
ar, int*. This type is defined by the programmer to tell the
compiler how this variable will be used in the program.

• Scope: Scope defines where the variable will be used. For
example, in Figure 2, the pointer ptr’s scope is the function
serveconnection, and should not be used outside that.

• Permission: We refer to permissions as whether a variable
is defined as read or read/write. A programmer usually
defines this by using const in the variable definition.

These three properties express what we refer to as the pro-
grammer’s intent for the usage of variables. However, such in-
formation is lost after compilation. Thus, an attacker can eas-
ily weaponize pointers without conforming to their proper
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Figure 3. PA mechanism signs a pointer and produces a Pointer
Authentication Code (PAC) based on the pointer, a user-provided
modifier, and a secret key.

usage. STI aims to analyze the program and retrieve this
information. Then, this information is passed to RSTI to en-
force the policy at runtime with ARM PA. Note that STI
only concerns itself with pointer variables, since this is the
variable type that is usually manipulated by attackers.

2.4 ARM Pointer Authentication

We leverage the Pointer Authentication feature in ARM to
enforce RSTI. ARM introduced Pointer Authentication (PA)
in ARMv8.3-A [45] and is available in commercial machines.
PA is a hardware security feature that aims to protect the
integrity of pointers. It does this by generating a Pointer
Authentication Code (PAC) with a cryptographic hash al-
gorithm. For signing, the algorithm takes a pointer, a 64-bit
modifier, and a secret key. It then generates a PAC that is
placed at the top unused bits of the pointer, as shown in Fig-
ure 3(a). For authentication, the algorithm takes the PAC’ed
pointer, as well as the same modifier and key. The PAC is
then recalculated and checked with the PAC on the pointer.
If they match, the PAC is removed, as shown in Figure 3(b).
If they do not, the top two bits of the pointer are flipped,
causing the pointer to be unusable. PA has pac instructions
for signing pointers and aut instructions for authenticating.
We leverage PA in RSTI to enforce scope, type, and per-

mission. RSTI instruments all pointer loads/stores with PA
instructions (pac/aut), leveraging LLVM’s pointer authen-
tication intrinsics (llvm.ptrauth) [2]. llvm.ptrauth.sign
and llvm.ptrauth.auth take three arguments:
• pointer address: This is the raw pointer to be signed or
authenticated.

• key: This is an integer identifying which key will be used.
• modifier: a 64-bit integer that adds additional diversity to
the PAC.

3 Threat Model and Assumptions

We follow a threat model of typical memory-corruption at-
tacks [76]. The attacker’s goal is to achieve arbitrary code
execution or memory access by hijacking control/data flow
by abusing a memory corruption vulnerability. RSTI does
not prevent corruption of pointers but rather prevents an
attack from achieving code execution stemming from arbi-
trary read/write that can result from abusing pointers. We
assume that Data Execution Prevention (DEP) is in place,
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and thus the attacker cannot inject their own code. DEP
is now enabled by default in most modern operating sys-
tems [49, 61]. Also, we trust the hardware and the kernel;
more specifically, we trust that PA keys are securely gen-
erated, managed, and stored by the kernel. In addition to
that, we also assume a return address protection mechanism,
such as shadow stack or an equivalent mechanism [5, 10], is
implemented. Attacks that target the kernel and hardware,
such as transient execution attacks [52, 68], are out of scope.

4 Runtime Scope-Type Integrity (RSTI)

4.1 Design Goals

The main goal of RSTI is to protect all pointers in a program
from memory corruption attacks. This puts RSTI in a po-
sition similar to Data Flow Integrity (DFI) [22] and other
similar techniques [26, 47, 55]. Some techniques that protect
data pointers are limited by their reliance on programmer
annotation [71]. Other mitigation techniques [47, 53] rely
on external metadata in memory. This causes high overhead,
due to the abundance of data pointers, and exposes the meta-
data to an attacker. Thus, in designing RSTI, we wanted to
overcome these challenges. In summary, our main goals are:
• Completeness: Protection of all pointers (both code and
data pointers) in a program.

• Little reliance on external metadata: Eliminate meta-
data lookup overhead and attacks on the metadata.

• High performance: Keep runtime overhead low.
• Compatibility: Allow protection of legacy (C/C++) pro-
grams without needing programmer annotations.

4.2 Design Philosophy

The goal of the defense mechanisms is ensuring correct and
proper execution of a program. Even though a program-
mer puts significant effort and information into writing a
program to ensure it executes in the desired way, all this
information is, unfortunately, lost at runtime. So why not
leverage this information as the security context, and propa-
gate it to the runtime in some way? If we can ensure that the
program executes in the way that the programmer intended
even when an attacker is present, then the program would
not be compromised, since an attacker relies on the anoma-
lous execution of a program by exploiting vulnerabilities.
By programmer’s intent, we refer to the various program-
ming constructs that are used by the programmer to write
the program. However, these constructs need to be carefully
chosen, in order to guarantee enough uniqueness for the
security context between different pointers. We identified
three main vital pieces of information that are defined by a
programmer to execute the program correctly: scope, type,
and permission (defined in §2.3). The anomalous execution
of a program is the main primitive relied on by attacks such
as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) [70]. In addition,

defending against anomalous execution of programs by en-
forcing intent is the main goal of defense techniques such
as CFI [6], CPI [53], DFI [22] and other defense mechanisms
[18, 43, 50, 75]. CFI guarantees the transfer of control flow
to a valid destination, represented by a Control Flow Graph
(CFG) and labels. RSTI leverages the STI information for
anomalous detection, and we show the practicality and ef-
fectiveness of it against a wide variety of attacks. Below, we
show how to defend against a control-flow hijacking attack
and data-oriented attack, in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
Defending control-flow hijacking. For the control-flow
hijacking attack in Figure 1, if we can enforce that the pointer
tif->tif_encoderow conforms to its type (TIFFCodeMethod)
and its scope (TIFFWriteScanline and _TIFFSetDefaultComp
ressionState), then the attacker would not be able to over-
write it with an arbitrary pointer. The attacker wouldn’t even
be able to use another valid pointer in the program if it does
not meet these restrictions.
Defending data-oriented attacks. By enforcing scope,
type, and permission, the attacker cannot easily overwrite
the data pointer ptr in Figure 2. The attacker can only cor-
rupt the pointer with an alternative pointer of the same type
(char*) and the same scope (serveconnection). This reduces
the attack vector significantly.

4.3 Design Overview

RSTI aims to protect all pointers from being abused by en-
forcing Scope-Type Integrity (STI) at runtime. STI ensures
that pointers are dereferenced from the correct scope, with
the correct type and abide by the correct permissions. If an
attacker corrupts a pointer, they cannot manipulate the PAC
to bypass authentication. This allows RSTI to enforce the
programmer’s intent without relying on extra annotation.

Figure 4 shows the overall design of RSTI. At compile time,
all pointers in the source code are instrumented depending
on which RSTI mechanism is chosen. The RSTI compiler
collects and analyzes all the LLVM debug information to
generate compiler metadata. This metadata is then used by
LLVM ptrauth intrinsics to generate the protected binary
with PAC instructions. At runtime, ARM PA is used to effi-
ciently enforce STI.

4.4 Scope, Type, and Permission

Programmer’s intent on pointer properties. STI uses
type, scope, and permission information as the programmer’s
intent to enforce protection. Such information can be col-
lected at compile time. We show that STI is secure enough to
ensure that a program executes as the programmer intended
in §6.1.
• Basic Type: Enforcing the type at runtime allows the pro-
gram to interpret a raw address in the intended way. This
is a useful security context since many attackers rely on
type-confusion. Type-confusion here means illegal type
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1 // C code
2 int main(void){
3 const void *cp = malloc (sizeof(void));
4 }
1 //LLVM IR
2 %2 = alloca i32*, align 8
3 call void @llvm.dbg.declare(
4 metadata i32** %2, // Type
5 metadata !13, !dbg !16
6 %3 = call i8* @malloc(i64 1) #3, !dbg !17
7 %4 = bitcast i8* %3 to i32*, !dbg !17
8 store i32* %4, i32** %2, align 8, !dbg !16
1 // LLVM IR debug info
2 !9 = distinct !DISubprogram(name: "main", scope: !6,
3 file: !6, line: 14, type: !10, scopeLine: 15
4 !13 = !DILocalVariable(name: "cp", scope: !9,
5 file: !6, line: 16, type: !14) // Scope
6 !14 = !DIDerivedType(tag: DW_TAG_pointer_type,
7 baseType: !15, size: 64)
8 !15 = !DIDerivedType(tag: DW_TAG_const_type,
9 baseType: !12) // Permission
10 !16 = !DILocation(line: 16, column: 13, scope: !9)

Figure 4. Overview of RSTI. Starting with the source code, RSTI compiler identifies the scope-type information, generates the metadata, and
instruments all pointers. The metadata is static and only used during the compilation phase. The code snippet on the right shows how the
scope, type, and permission information is identified by RSTI through the llvm.dbg information.

confusion, in which an attacker replaces a pointer of one
type with a pointer of another incorrect type. By incor-
rect type, we mean against the programmer’s intent. If a
cast is in the code, it is considered correct from RSTI ’s
perspective.

• Scope: Enforcing the scope at runtime allows the use of a
pointer variable to be bound to a certain subset region of
program code. Our definition of scope extends the "scope"
in the C language to also consider composite types. In
the case of function scopes, it is the set of functions that
use the variable. For example, a programmer may define
a variable void* p to be used in a function foo(). Thus,
the scope of p is foo. This specific example is for a local
variable. If the variable escapes, i.e., it is used in other
functions, then the scope is widened to these other func-
tions. If there is a compound statement in a function, that
does not constitute a new scope. In the case of composite
types, such as structures, the structure itself is included
in the scope. For example, if a struct bar has a member
variable void* a, then bar is also included in the scope
of a. In the case of nested structs, the scope is assigned
iteratively for the pointers to the variable. For example, if
a struct foo contains a struct bar and struct bar has
a variable void* a, then the scope of a would only include
struct bar, and the scope of the pointer to struct bar
would include struct foo.

• Permission: Enforcing the permission at runtime allows
read-only variables to not be abused by an attacker with
read/write variables.

Extracting scope, type, and permission from LLVM IR.

LLVM’s Intermediate Representation (IR) allows us to obtain
all of the scope-type information with LLVM’s IR metadata.
LLVM generates llvm.dbg instructions, that can be used to

access the metadata of the variable. STI uses these instruc-
tions to initialize the internal static metadata with the scope,
type, and permission information. Figure 4 (right) shows a
code snippet from a C program and the corresponding LLVM
debug metadata. The variable cp is defined with a type of
void*. Its scope is the function main. It has read-only permis-
sions, due to being const. The type information is in Line 4 of
the LLVM IR, which is the i32* type. The scope information
is initially obtained from the instruction !13 by traversing
the llvm.dbg instruction, to get to the !DILocalVariable.
When instrumenting loads/stores, the scope is obtained with
the !16 instruction and every load/store has this LLVMmeta-
data. Thus, this means the proper scope can always be ob-
tained. Permission information requires further traversal of
the !DILocalVariable to reach !DIDerivedType. There are
multiple layers of !DIDerivedType metadata and we check
their tags to find the DW_TAG_const_type tag. This specific
tag denotes that this variable is read-only. Scope-type infor-
mation is then stored in internal compile-time metadata.
Pointer Casting. C/C++ semantics allow types to be cast
from one type to another. Thus, those two types become
compatible, since it is explicitly done by the programmer
or by the compiler. If a pointer gets cast from one type to
another, then we define these types as compatible types.

4.5 RSTI-types

We define RSTI-type as a pointer type which restricts a
pointer to conform to the scope-type information. If a pointer
does not have the intended RSTI-type, RSTI will detect that
the pointer has been tampered with. For example, the table
in Figure 5a shows two RSTI-types (M2 andM3) for one basic
type (void*), due to the fact that there are two void* vari-
ables that have different scopes and different permissions.
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1 // key = 2 (for pacda/autda)
2 typedef struct{ void (*send_file)(
3 int x); } ctx;
4 void foo2(void* v_ctx){
5
6 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(v_ctx, 2, M2);
7 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_ctx, 2, M1);
8 foo((ctx*) v_ctx);
9 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(v_ctx, 2, M2);
10 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_ctx, 2, M1);
11 bar((ctx*) v_ctx); }
12 int main(){
13 ctx* c = malloc(sizeof(*c));
14 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(c, 2, M1);
15
16 const void* v_const = malloc(sizeof(
17 void));
18 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_const, 2, M3);
19 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(c, 2, M1);
20 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(c, 2, M2);
21 foo2((void*) c);
22 ... }

1 // key = 2 (for pacda/autda)
2 typedef struct{ void (*send_file)(
3 int x); } ctx;
4 void foo2(void* v_ctx){
5
6
7
8 foo((ctx*) v_ctx);
9
10
11 bar((ctx*) v_ctx); }
12 int main(){
13 ctx* c = malloc(sizeof(*c));
14 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(c, 2, M1);
15
16 const void* v_const = malloc(sizeof(
17 void));
18 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_const, 2, M2);
19
20
21 foo2((void*) c);
22 ... }

1 // key = 2 (for pacda/autda)
2 typedef struct{ void (*send_file)(
3 int x); } ctx;
4 void foo2(void* v_ctx){
5 // M2 = M2 ^ &v_ctx
6 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_ctx, 2, M2);
7 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(v_ctx, 2, M2);
8 foo((ctx*) v_ctx);
9
10 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(v_ctx, 2, M2);
11 bar((ctx*) v_ctx); }
12 int main(){
13 ctx* c = malloc(sizeof(*c));
14 // M1 = M1 ^ &c
15 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(c, 2, M1);
16 const void* v_const = malloc(sizeof(
17 void));
18 // M3 = M3 ^ &v_const
19 // llvm.ptrauth.sign(v_const, 2, M3);
20 // llvm.ptrauth.auth(c, 2, M1);
21 foo2((void*) c);
22 ...}

Type Scope Permission

RSTI

Type

ctx* main,foo,
bar,foo2 R/W M1

void* foo2 R/W M2
void* main R M3

(a) RSTI-STWC

Type Scope Permission

RSTI

Type

ctx*,
void* main,foo2 R/W M1

void* main R M2

(b) RSTI-STC

Type Scope Permission

RSTI

Type

ctx* main R/W M1
void* foo2 R/W M2
void* main R M3
ctx* foo R/W M4
ctx* bar R/W M5

(c) RSTI-STL

Figure 5. Code examples with instrumentation. The table below each snippet shows how the RSTI-type is internally stored.

Distinguishing between local and escaping variables.

RSTI-type also distinguishes between variables that are local
to a function versus variables that escape. The local variable’s
scope would only have the one function it is in, compared
to an escaping variable’s scope would include all functions
it is used in, e.g., M1 in the table in Figure 5a. The function
isNonEscapingLocalObject in LLVM helps RSTI with this
distinction. This allows RSTI to be precise in its enforcement,
whilst maintaining correctness of the program. We clarify
the RSTI-type with examples and explain the different RSTI
defense mechanisms in the next section.

4.6 Enforcement and Defense Mechanisms

RSTI instruments all pointer load/store instructions and en-
forces RSTI-type with PAC. RSTI instruments all pointers on
the stack and heap, including globals. RSTI decides the scope
based on where that pointer is legitimately defined and used
in the program. The RSTI-type is included in the modifier
that is passed to the cryptographic algorithm. Any change
in any one of the components means that a different PAC
will be generated, and thus will fail on authentication. This
mechanism allows STI’s restrictions to be enforced at run-
time. RSTI supports uninstrumented libraries by stripping
the PAC when an external library call is made.
We propose three RSTI defense mechanisms, each with

its own distinct view of the RSTI-type. RSTI’s three security
mechanisms have different security guarantees due to the
different nature and strictness each mechanism has to offer.

RSTI-STWC (Scope-Type Without Combining) is our
main RSTI mechanism. RSTI-STWC authenticates and re-
signs pointers when casts happen. For example, in Figure 5a,
there are two basic types in the program (void* and ctx*).
Due to RSTI-STWC’s analysis considering scope and per-
mission, there are now three RSTI-types. Even though there
is a cast between void* and ctx*, RSTI-STWC maintains
separate RSTI-types for them. RSTI-STWC makes sure that
legitimate casts are handled by re-signing the PAC with the
RSTI-types after casting, as in Lines 19-21 in Figure 5a. How-
ever, RSTI-STWC would not be able to detect if two pointers
with the same scope-type information are substituted.
RSTI-STC (Scope-Type with Combining) combines com-
patible types together so that it does not need to re-sign
pointers when pointer casts happen. For example, in Fig-
ure 5b, ctx* and void* are combined into one RSTI-type,
and thus there is no need for additional instrumentation to
handle them. The viability of a pointer substitution attack de-
pends on whether the scope-type information of the pointers
being substituted are both compatible or not. If they are not
compatible, then RSTI-STC can detect the attack. If they are,
then RSTI-STC falls short here. RSTI-STC has less security
guarantees but offers better performance. This is discussed
in detail in §6.
RSTI-STL (Scope-Type with Location) is the strictest
RSTI defense mechanism. It combines the location, i.e., ad-
dress, of the pointer with the scope-type information to
completely prevent any pointer substitution attacks. In addi-
tion to instrumenting casts, RSTI-STL re-signs any pointers
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that get passed as arguments, due to a change in the location
of the pointer. RSTI-STL includes the location of a pointer p
(&p) in the modifier. This means that the pointer can only be
used legitimately at that specific location [47]. Anytime the
location of the pointer changes, RSTI-STL authenticates and
re-signs within the new location. This allows it to overcome
the shortcomings of the others, albeit at a higher perfor-
mance cost due to a higher number of instrumentations.
Precision of the protection A replay attack is where an
attacker maliciously reuses pointers with the same PAC in a
different context. As can be seen in Figure 5, each mechanism
enforces different security guarantees against this attack.
This means that the precision of enforcement of each mech-
anism is different. For example, since RSTI-STC combines
compatible RSTI-types, more pointers would have the same
RSTI-type. This increases the likelihood of replay attacks.
However, RSTI-STWC and RSTI-STL do not combine RSTI-
types and have higher precision than RSTI-STC. PARTS [55]
uses the pointer’s basic type as the modifier, which can be
reused maliciously by an attacker [47]. RSTI’s mechanisms
rely on more than the basic type and thus have more preci-
sion in general than PARTS. We elaborate on this in §6.2.1.

4.7 Enforcement Details

4.7.1 On-Store Pointer Signing. RSTI instruments all
pointer stores in a program. They are all signed with their
respective RSTI-type as the modifier. Thus, all pointers in
a program always have a PAC on them and are always pro-
tected. For example, Line 14 in Figure 5a.

4.7.2 On-Load Pointer Authentication. RSTI authenti-
cates pointers as they are loaded from memory, using the
same RSTI-type that was used to sign them on-store. The
LLVM pointer authentication intrinsics allow authentication
to happen without spilling to memory, due to them being
optimized in the compiler. This means that we do not need to
re-sign pointers after authentication, since the compiler op-
timizes the memory accesses and the authenticated address
is always in a register. For example, Line 19 in Figure 5a.

4.7.3 PointerOperations. Due to the fact that PAC changes
pointer semantics, care must be taken when instrumenting
pointers in a program.
Universal pointer types. Universal pointer types such
as void* and char* are abundant in C/C++ programs. RSTI
treats them just as it would treat any other type. This allows
for consistent instrumentation across programs that may
have their own types that are abundant as well.
Pointer Arithmetic. RSTI supports pointer arithmetic oper-
ations. However, RSTI-STWC and RSTI-STC are not capable
of enforcing bounds on a pointer. RSTI-STL adds the location
of the pointer to the modifier and is able to enforce correct
pointer arithmetic without needing bounds. The location of
the pointer is determined by the address of the pointer, and

1 void hello_func(){printf("Hello!"); }
2 struct node {
3 int key;
4 int (*fp)();
5 struct node *next; };
6 int main(void){
7 struct node* ptr = (struct node*)
8 malloc(sizeof(struct node));
9 ptr->fp = hello_func;
10 ptr->fp(); }

Figure 6. Composite type example. RSTI handles composite types
and enforces the scope of its members to that type.

this value doesn’t change even when the pointer is incre-
mented or decremented.

4.7.4 Field Sensitive Analysis. RSTI does field-sensitive
analysis on composite type variables in order to achieve
finer-grained and accurate enforcement of the programmer’s
intent. RSTI handles members of a composite type and as-
signs the scope and type appropriately. Figure 6 shows an
example of a variable ptr, which is of type struct node*
and its scope is main. Its member variable, fp, has a type of
int *() but its scope is both main as well as struct node.
RSTI enforces that the ptr->fp() has the proper scope in
terms of the functions it is executed in, as well as its com-
posite type. Note that composite types can act as both scope
and type, depending on which pointers are being referred.

As for composite types, LLVM identifies them in the debug
metadata. Every struct type has a !DICompositeType in the
LLVM IR. This allows RSTI to distinguish composite types
from other types that use the !DIDerivedType. Enforcing the
scope and type on struct pointer members is twofold. First
is using the actual type the member is defined in. The actual
type is represented in IR. The second is enforcing the struct
type where the pointer is a member. This is done by accessing
the GEP (getelementptr) instruction. Struct members are
accessed in IR with the GEP instruction, and this can be used
to get the struct type and reach the !DICompositeType to
enforce the struct type.

4.7.5 Type Punning and Inheritance. Type punning is
a form of pointer aliasing in which two pointers refer to the
same location in memory but they represent that location as
different types. One of the ways in which this is done in C
code is through casting. RSTI handles type punning to make
sure that each pointer has a PAC corresponding to its correct
type. This is done by detecting the BitCast instruction in
the LLVM IR, and subsequently finding the corresponding
RSTI-type for the variable. The pointers are authenticated
and re-signed in the case of RSTI-STWC, and RSTI-types
are combined in the case of RSTI-STC. Inheritance in C++ is
where a base class pointer can be used to access objects in
a child class. The base class and child class are considered
to be of different types. Even though there are no explicit
casts being done in the code, the LLVM IR emits BitCast
instructions whenever a base class accesses functions in the
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child class. This allows inheritance to be handled in a manner
similar to type punning.

4.7.6 Protection ofHeapVariables. RSTI’s compile-time
analysis extracts the scope, type, and permission for all point-
ers and instruments all the pointer load/store instructions
on both the stack and heap. From the IR’s perspective, heap
access is just another memory access, and the pointers that
access the heap objects have their scope-type information in
the IR. RSTI does not track the lifetime of the pointer. RSTI
utilizes the scope-type information to make sure that this
heap object is accessed by a legitimate function, in a legiti-
mate scope, and with legitimate permissions. Accessing the
heap is done in one of three ways: through a global variable, a
local variable, or a pointer embedded in the heap object. Our
field-sensitive analysis, explained in §4.7.4, accommodates
these and showcases how RSTI utilizes the scope-type infor-
mation to guarantee correct access. An example of that is
in Figure 6, where ptr is a pointer of type struct node that
points to a heap object, and its scope is the function main.
Its member variable, fp, has a type of int *(). However,
its scope is both main and struct node. RSTI enforces that
ptr->fp() has the proper scope in terms of the functions it is
executed in, as well as its composite type. This field-sensitive
analysis allows the embedded pointer in a struct to have the
proper scope-type information.

4.7.7 Pointer-to-Pointer handling. Due to reliance on
the RSTI-type when signing/authenticating pointers, we
must make sure that the correct types are being used and
propagated. For single pointers, this is not an issue. However,
for a pointer-to-pointer, this can be an issue. When a double
pointer is type-casted and passed as a function argument, the
original type of the pointer can be lost. Thus, we need to find
a way to preserve the original type of the pointer in order to
make sure that it does not violate the programmer’s intent.
Our solution is to store the original type on the pointer itself.
However, the number of bits on the pointer that are available
(8 bits in case of ARMv8) is limited. We resolve this by adding
an extra step of indirection. We define a tag that gets added
to the top bits and that leads us to the full original type along
with its modifier from the RSTI-type. The tag and the full
original type are referred to as the Compact Equivalent (CE)
and Full Equivalent (FE), respectively.

Figure 7 shows how the mechanismworks. Functions foo1
and foo2 take &p, a pointer-to-pointer, as an argument. For
foo1, the same basic type (struct node) is in the argument
and thus the pointer-to-pointer mechanism is not needed.
However, for foo2, the type is void**. In this case, the origi-
nal type (struct node**) is lost and thus the mechanism is
needed. Thus, our pointer-to-pointer solution resolves this
by storing a tag (CE) that refers to the original type (FE) on
the top 8 bits of the pointer. The CE and FE are also both
stored in read-only metadata in memory and can only be
accessed by the pointer-to-pointer library in compiler-rt.

1 void foo1(struct node** pp1){... }
2 void foo2(void** pp2){
3 //pp_auth(pp2, pp2_CE);
4 ...}
5 int main(){
6 struct node* p = (struct node*)
7 malloc(sizeof(struct node));
8 foo1(&p); //Not instrument with pointer-to-pointer mechanism
9 //pp_add(&p,pp2_CE);
10 //pp_sign(&p, pp2_CE);
11 //pp_add_tbi(&p, pp2_CE);
12 foo2(&p); //Instrument with pointer-to-pointer mechanism
13 ... }

AddressPACCE

AddressPAC

pp2

p

CE FE

1 struct node**

......

Metadata Store

AddressPAC

pp1

Figure 7. Pointer-to-pointer handling to preserve the original type.
The Compact Equivalent (CE) and Full Equivalent (FE) refer to a
tag and the original type of the pointer-to-pointer, respectively.

To implement this, RSTI makes use of an ARMv8 hardware
feature called Top Byte Ignore (TBI) [12]. TBI is a feature
that ignores the top 8 bits of a virtual address.
Usage. Not all pointer-to-pointer types need to be covered.
Only ones that are lost when the pointer type goes out of
scope, (e.g., being cast and passed as a function argument)
and thus cannot be statically detected. While there are dif-
ferent pointer-to-pointer scenarios, few pointer-to-pointers
fall into this specific category. The IR provides sufficient in-
formation to handle pointer-to-pointer cases that do not fall
into this category. Thus, we do not need to instrument every
pointer-to-pointer with this mechanism. Since the CE can
only be 8 bits, this means that only 256 types can be used.
We evaluate the usage of our mechanism in §6.2.2.
Enforcement. RSTI checks for all instances where a pointer-
to-pointer is being cast and then passed as a function argu-
ment. Then, the CE and FE are obtained, added to the table,
and the pointer is signed with a PAC based on its RSTI-type
and based on the CE. When authenticating a pointer-to-
pointer, RSTI checks to see if that RSTI-type exists. Then,
RSTI uses the CE to obtain the modifier for the original type
from the table in memory. In this way, the original type of
the pointer can be obtained and authentication can be done.
The main goal of the pointer-to-pointer mechanism is to

preserve the original type the pointer was being casted from,
and thus the mechanism can support any level of indirec-
tion. So, for example, if a struct node*** pointer was cast
to a void* and passed as a function argument, the FE would
store the original type as struct node*** in the metadata
and place the corresponding CE on the pointer. Thus, the
original type can always be inferred regardless of the casted
type. The same thing would happen if a struct node** was
cast to a void*. If a struct node** was cast to a void* and
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then stored in another struct, the pointer will be authenti-
cated and re-signed with the proper struct composite type,
due to the existence of a BitCast instruction and a store
instruction. We have not had any issues pertaining to this
in our evaluation. RSTI uses a runtime library to handle
pointer-to-pointer. Its functions are:
• pp_add: This is called when a casted double pointer func-
tion argument is detected. It adds the FE to the metadata
along with its modifier from the internal compiler meta-
data (Line 9 in Figure 7).

• pp_sign: This is called before a store of a casted double
pointer function argument. It signs the pointer with a PAC
based on the RSTI-type and metadata (Line 10 in Figure 7).

• pp_auth: This is called before a load of a signed casted
double pointer. It authenticates that pointer with the RSTI-
type and the original type obtained from the metadata
(Line 3 in Figure 7).

• pp_add_tbi: This is called after pp_sign. It adds the CE to
the top bits of the pointer so that the the original type can
be obtained when pp_auth is called (Line 11 in Figure 7).

4.8 Merging of Compatible Types for Casting

Depending on which mechanism is used and the pointer
casts, different RSTI types can be combined or merged to-
gether. This is showcased in Figure 8. There are two ba-
sic types, void* and int*, but each RSTI mechanism distin-
guishes between them depending on the code. RSTI-STC
merges types if there is a cast (Line 5), and thus both ba-
sic types would have one RSTI-type under RSTI-STC. RSTI-
STWC doesn’t merge types with casts. However, since p1 and
p2 have the same scope, type, and permission, they both will
have one RSTI-type. RSTI-STL adds the location, and this
allows it to distinguish p1, p2, and p3 with three RSTI-types.
This distinction directly affects the number of instrumenta-
tions for each mechanism.

5 Implementation

Our prototype is built on top of Apple’s LLVM fork [1]. It
consists of 3,504 lines of code (LoC), with 3,017 LoC for the
LLVM pass and 487 LoC for the pointer-to-pointer library.
This includes all three mechanisms. The pointer-to-pointer
library is integrated into LLVM’s compiler-rt. The LLVM
pass executes on the IR level but is in the AArch64 backend.
RSTI is available at: https://github.com/cosmoss-jigu/rsti.

We apply a few optimizations to RSTI. First, is Link Time
Optimization (LTO), which combines all the object files into
one file. Also, we inline all the pointer-to-pointer library
functions and we execute the pass in the LTO phase. This
allows RSTI to avoid unnecessary instrumentation.
Executing the pass in the LTO phase, particularly after

all the object files have been combined into one, is not only
beneficial for performance reasons, but is important to help
RSTI function properly and efficiently. Being able to have

1 void foo(){
2 void *p1, *p2;
3 int* p3;
4 ...
5 p1 = (void*) p3;
6 ...}

RSTI-STWC RSTI-STC RSTI-STL

p1 and p2

Merges RSTI-type
of p1 and p2

Merges RSTI-type
of p1 and p2

Doesn’t
merge

p1 and p3

Doesn’t
merge

Merges RSTI-type
of p3 with p1 and p2

Doesn’t
merge

Figure 8. RSTI merging of types. The variation allows for different
performance and security guarantees.

a full look at the program and analyze all the scope-type
information at once, instead of doing it per object file, allows
STI to completely map all the scope-type information for all
the pointers accurately for the entire program.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate RSTI by answering the following questions:
• How effective is RSTI in preventing state-of-the-art attacks
as well as real-world attacks? (§6.1)

• How secure is RSTI against abusing pointer-to-pointer
metadata and pointers with the same RSTI-type? (§6.2)

• How much performance overhead does RSTI impose in
benchmarks and real-world programs? (§6.3)

6.1 Security Evaluation

This section evaluates RSTI’s effectiveness in stopping secu-
rity attacks. We first explain the different types of attacks
(§6.1.1), and how RSTI defends against these attacks (§6.1.2).

6.1.1 Attacks Landscape. In this section, we show that
RSTI can defend against both control-flow hijacking and
data-oriented attacks. Table 1 shows a variety of state-of-the-
art attacks, grouped by category, and includes both real-life
software code (R) and synthetic victim code (S) attacks. Real-
life software code attacks are attacks performed on actual
software with actual vulnerabilities, and synthetic victim
code attacks are a contrived exploit of the given class. We ex-
ercised RSTI against powerful attacks, such as NEWTON [81]
and AOCR [69], as well as C++-specific attacks, such as
COOP. We also chose attacks from exploits in libtiff and
Python. Lastly, we evaluate RSTI against a Data Oriented
Programming (DOP) attack [44] that leaks an SSL key. We
surveyed these latest state-of-the-art attacks and made our
best effort to include all the latest attacks that cover all the
aspects that we want to showcase, such as use of code point-
ers, data pointers, and real-life code vs. synthetic victim code.
The COOP attacks are synthetic victim code attacks, while
the rest are executed on real-life software code. There are no
standard security benchmarks for evaluating data pointers.
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Table 1. Real and synthesized exploits. This table shows which pointers are being abused and how the scope-type information changes. (R)
refers to attacks on real-life software code. (S) refers to attacks on synthetic victim code.

Attack Category & Type Pointers being abused

Original scope-type

information

Corrupted scope-type

information

Control

flow

hijacking

NEWTON CsCFI
attack [81] (R)

Corrupted: c->send_chain

Target: malloc

Type: ngx_send_chain_pt

Scope: ngx_http_write_filter

Type: void* (size_t size)

Scope: libc

AOCR NGINX
Attack 1 [69]
(R)

Corrupted: task->handler

Target: _IO_new_file_overflow

Type: void (*handler) (void *data,

ngx_log_t *log)

Scope: ngx_thread_pool_cycle

Type: int *(File *f, int ch)

Scope: libc

AOCR NGINX
Attack 2 [69]
(R)

Corrupted: p=log->handler

Target: ngx_master_process_cycle

Type: ngx_log_writer_pt

Scope: ngx_log_set_levels

Type: void *(ngx_cycle_t *cycle)

Scope: main

AOCR Apache
Attack [69]
(R)

Corrupted: eval->errfn

Target: ap_get_exec_line

Type: sed_err_fn_t

Scope: sed_reset_eval, eval_errf

Type: char *(apr_pool_t *p, const

char *cmd, char * const *argv)

Scope: set_bind_password

Control Jujutsu
NGINX [34]
(R)

Corrupted: ctx->output_filter

Target: ngx_execute_proc()

Type: ngx_output_chain_filter_pt

Scope: ngx_output_chain

Type: static void *(ngx_cycle_t

*cycle, void* data)

Scope: ngx_execute

CVE-2014-8668
(R)

Corrupted: tif->tif_encoderow

Target: Arbitrary pointer

Type: TIFFCodeMethod

Scope: _TIFFSetDefaultCompression,
TIFFWriteScanline, TIFFOpen, main

Unknown, since this is a
CVE and not an attack

CVE-2014-1912
(R)

Corrupted: tp->tp_hash

Target: Arbitrary pointer
Type: hashfunc

Scope: inherit_slots, PyObject_Hash
Unknown, since this is a
CVE and not an attack

COOP REC-G
[27] (S)

Corrupted: objB->unref

Target: virtual ∼Z()
Type: class X

Scope: class Z

Type: class Z

Scope: class Z

COOP ML-G
[73] (S)

Corrupted: students[i]

->decCourseCount()

Target: virtual ∼Course()

Type: void *()

Scope: class Student, class Course
Type: class Course

Scope: class Course

PittyPat COOP
Attack [31] (S)

Corrupted: member_2->registration

Target: member_1->registration

Type: void*()

Scope: main, class Student
Type: void*()

Scope: main, class Teacher

Data

oriented

attack

DOP ProFTPd
Attack [44] (R)

Corrupted: &ServerName

Target: resp_buf, ssl_ctx
Type: const char*

Scope: core_display_file

Type: char*

Scope: pr_response_send_raw

NEWTON CPI
Attack [81] (R)

Corrupted: v[index].get_handler

Target: dlopen

Type: ngx_http_get_variable_pt

Scope: ngx_http_get_indexed_variable

Type: void* (const char *filename,

int flags)

Scope: ngx_load_module

6.1.2 Attacks in Detail and How RSTI Defends. As
Table 1 indicates, in all the known attacks, the scope-type in-
formation of the corrupted pointers differs from the original
one, thus allowing the attacks to be detected by RSTI. Due
to space limitations, we only explain two of these attacks in
detail.
NEWTON CsCFI attack. This is an attack on NGINX
that calls and exploits mprotect. One of the attack steps is
maliciously overwriting a function pointer (c->send_chain)
in the function ngx_http_write_filter with a pointer to
malloc. If the malloc pointer is in libc, then it won’t have
a PAC on it, and thus authentication would fail. Moreover,
if we assume that both the function pointer and the malloc
pointer are protected byRSTI, then authenticationwould still
fail due to both having different types (void*(size_t size)
and ngx_send_chain_pt), as well as being in different scopes.
Thus, RSTI detects this attack.
DOP ProFTPd attack. This is a Data Oriented Program-
ming attack [44] which corrupts the first known pointer
of struct ssl_ctx in a loop and overwrites it with 8 mali-
cious dereferences, relying on 4 gadgets for each derefer-
ence. Since these dereferences invoke load gadgets, these
gadgets are protected by RSTI, and thus cannot be invoked

maliciously without conforming to the RSTI-type. This load
gadget corrupts &ServerNamewith data from resp_buf. How-
ever, &ServerName and resp_buf have different RSTI-types.
&ServerName is of type const char* and its scope is core_dis
play_file, while resp_buf is of type char*with scope pr_res
ponse_send_raw. SinceRSTI protects data pointerswithRSTI-
type, RSTI detects this attack. This attack can only succeed
if all dereferences and gadgets have the same RSTI-type.

Table 2 summarizes the RSTImechanisms, attacker restric-
tions, and defense capabilities of each mechanism.
Comparison against prior works. RSTI offers a refined
type compared to other prior data pointer integrity works
that use PAC, such as PARTS [55], and thus has better cover-
age against pointer substitution attacks. For example, in the
DOP ProFTPD attack in Table 1, the corrupted and original
pointers are both of type char*. PARTS wouldn’t be able
to detect this, since it only relies on type. However, RSTI’s
refined scope-type detects it. The PittyPat attack is another
example. Thus, RSTI can mitigate more attacks.

6.2 Analysis on RSTI Instrumentation

6.2.1 Equivalence Class. Here, we showcase the useful-
ness of RSTI-type information. We define some terminology:
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Table 2. Security evaluation summary. This table shows how each RSTImechanism constricts an attacker, as well as their security guarantees.

Technique RSTI-STC RSTI-STWC RSTI-STL

How it

works

Constricting variables to their scope, type
and permission, and handle casts by
combining into one compatible type

Constricting variables to their scope, type
and permission, and handle casts by
authenticating/re-signing a pointer

Constricting variables to their scope, type,
permission and location without combining.
In other words, adding &p to the modifier.

Attacker

restriction

The attacker here can substitute pointers if
they both have a valid PAC and as well as
have the same RSTI-type.

Similar to RSTI-STC, the attacker can
substitute pointers if they both have a valid
PAC, as well as have the same RSTI-type.

The attacker here cannot even substitute a
pointer at a separate location.

Defense

capability

Pointer corruption: An attacker cannot
substitute with pointers that have different
RSTI-types. However, the size of the
RSTI-type may be large due to combining.
Spatial Safety: An attacker overflowing the
buffer needs to override with a pointer or
location that is of the same RSTI-type.
Temporal Safety: Similar to spatial safety,
an attacker needs to reuse the freed pointer
within the same scope and type.

Pointer corruption: An attacker cannot
substitute with pointers that have different
RSTI-types. Due to not combining,
RSTI-STWC is stronger than RSTI-STC.
Spatial Safety: Achieving an attack through
spatial violations is harder, due to stricter
RSTI-type at that pointer.
Temporal Safety: Similarly, an attacker
needs to reuse the freed pointer with the
same RSTI-type, but stronger than RSTI-STC.

Pointer corruption: Here, the pointer would
have no substitutes, meaning that only that
pointer can be dereferenced from that location.
Spatial Safety: It wouldn’t be possible to abuse
a pointer with a spatial safety violation. A buffer
overflow would always be detected due to &p.
Temporal Safety: Similar argument to spatial
safety, any usage of the freed pointer with any
other pointer or at another location would be
detected due to &p.

Table 3. SPEC 2006 equivalence class data. (NT: Number of types
in the program; RT: Number of RSTI-types; NV: Total number of
pointer variables; ECV: Equivalence class of variable; ECT: Equiva-
lence class of type. )

BM NT
RT

NV
Largest ECV Largest ECT

STC STWC STC STWC STC STWC

perlbench 155 318 722 2939 198 82 33 1
bzip2 25 31 55 122 32 13 7 1
mcf 12 35 40 95 9 8 2 1
milc 55 154 195 440 54 18 18 1
namd 30 73 100 230 23 23 10 1
gobmk 120 216 417 1057 111 46 25 1
dealII 2546 4528 8878 21018 676 44 192 1
soplex 129 970 1690 3399 137 27 66 1
povray 282 620 1446 3791 229 25 76 1
hmmer 90 198 405 973 56 24 16 1
libquantum 13 33 44 58 9 4 5 1
sjeng 29 47 73 130 19 9 7 1
h264ref 116 252 354 727 48 23 15 1
lbm 14 14 20 33 12 7 4 1
omnetpp 255 558 1241 2458 94 26 31 1
astar 36 59 98 156 18 11 12 1
sphinx3 88 188 321 686 36 20 12 1
xalancbmk 2558 7503 14073 32097 603 122 206 1

• Number of types in program (NT): This is the number
of basic types a program has, such as int*, void*, etc.

• Number of RSTI-types (RT): This refers to the actual
types that are enforced by the specific RSTI mechanism.

• Equivalence Class of Type (ECT): RSTI-STWC has the
advantage of having only one basic type for each RSTI-type,
whereas RSTI-STC can have more than one basic type
in an RSTI-type, due to the combining. We refer to the
number of basic types in each RSTI-type as Equivalence
Class of Type (ECT). We use the term equivalence class
since this count provides a measure of how viable pointer
substitution attacks can be within an application.

• Equivalence Class of Variable (ECV): RSTI-STWC has
a maximum ECT of 1, due to there being only one type
in each RSTI-type. However, RSTI-STWC does not have
one variable for each RSTI-type. Several variables can be
declared within the same RSTI-type. We refer to the num-
ber of variables in each RSTI-type as Equivalence Class of

Variable (ECV). The largest ECV for RSTI-STL is always 1,
due to the inclusion of the location (&p) in the modifier,
while the largest ECV for RSTI-STWC would vary.
Table 3 shows the EC data for SPEC CPU2006. RSTI in-

creases the number of types that can be distinguished in
a program. Also, the impact of combining RSTI-types for
RSTI-STC reduces the number of RSTI-types in the mecha-
nism, but is still higher than the number of types without
RSTI. RSTI-STL is not shown in the table. This is because the
largest ECT and ECV for RSTI-STL are always 1, due to the
enforcement of the location. RSTI-STL is the most secure,
however RSTI-STWC does still provide security value due
to its ECT being always 1, and significantly reducing ECV. In
regards to the PAC length, prior work [42] has shown that
the number of PACs available is sufficient for practical cases.

6.2.2 Pointer-to-pointer data from SPEC 2006. We had
previously explained our exact use case of pointer-to-pointer
handling in §4.7.7. Our intuition was that this exact case of
losing the original type of the pointer when a pointer-to-
pointer is casted and passed as an argument to a function
is rare. This was confirmed by our analysis of SPEC 2006.
There is a total of 7,489 sites across the benchmarks where
a pointer-to-pointer is passed or loaded. Of those, only 25
meet the special criteria where the original type could be
lost. This confirms our intuition that this is a rare case.

6.3 Performance Evaluation

6.3.1 Methodology. Our evaluations were run on the Ap-
ple M1 [9], which supports the ARMv8.4 architecture and
ARM PA. We used an Apple Mac Mini M1 [8], that has 4
small cores, 4 big cores, and 8GB DRAM. Our prototype was
implemented on Apple’s LLVM fork [1]. We compiled all the
applications with LTO and O2 for fair comparison.
Evaluating C programs. All our C programs were run with
real PA instructions. We were able to disable Apple’s use of
PA [10] to avoid any conflicts that would happen between
RSTI’s and Apple’s PA instrumentation.
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Figure 9. The performance overhead of SPEC CPU2017, and the geometric means of SPEC CPU2006, nbench, CPython Pytorch and NGINX
for all three RSTI mechanisms.
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SPEC CPU2006, nbench and CPython Pytorch for all three RSTI
mechanisms. The box plot shows the minimum, median, maximum
and quartile values. The black dots represent outlier values. The
red dots represent the geometric mean.

Evaluating C++ programs. Whilst evaluating C++ pro-
grams, we discovered that PA instructions are built into
Apple’s standard C++ library. Thus, we were not able to turn
them off. So, for C++ applications, we first did a correctness
test on ARM’s Fixed Virtual Platform (FVP) [11]. Then, in
order to emulate the performance overhead of the PA instruc-
tions, we used seven XOR (eor) instructions as an equivalent
to one PA instruction on the Mac Mini M1. This has been
measured and confirmed in previous works [47, 54, 84].
Benchmarks. For our performance evaluation, we used a
wide variety of benchmarks to showcase RSTI’s versatility,
namely: SPEC CPU 2006 [41], SPEC CPU 2017 [16], and
nbench [59]. We ported the SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks to
the Apple M1 and built them from scratch. We were not able
to run 403.gcc and 625.x264 on the M1, in spite of using
Apple’s own Clang compiler. We think that there is a bug in
the macOS toolchain version that we used.

6.3.2 Performance Overhead. Figure 9 shows the per-
formance overhead for the SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks, as
well as NGINX and the geometric mean of SPEC CPU2006,

nbench and CPython PyTorch. The individual performance
numbers for SPEC CPU2006, nbench and CPython PyTorch
were not included due to space limitations. Thus, we use
boxplots to show the distribution in Figure 10.
SPEC CPU2017. SPEC 2017 benchmarks have a geomet-
ric mean of 6.86%, 3.17%, and 12.70% for RSTI-STWC, RSTI-
STC, and RSTI-STL respectively. Some benchmarks, such as
perlbench, povray, and xalancbmk have exceptionally higher
overhead. These benchmarks are known to heavily derefer-
ence pointers, either in a loop or very frequently [47].
SPEC CPU2006. SPEC 2006 benchmarks have a geometric
mean of 8.42%, 5.36%, and 21.47% for RSTI-STWC, RSTI-STC,
and RSTI-STL, respectively. We analyzed the instrumenta-
tion and found the performance overhead is highly correlated
with the number of instrumented load/stores, with a Pear-
son correlation factor of 0.75-0.8. There are some exceptions,
due to loops or some of the instrumented loads/stores never
getting called, but the overall results are consistent.
CPython 3.9. For CPython3.9, we evaluated PyTorch bench-
marks [3] to test how RSTI would perform if used in a ma-
chine learning context.The CPython PyTorch benchmarks
have a geometric mean of 5.01%, 3.44%, and 10.80% for RSTI-
STWC, RSTI-STC, and RSTI-STL, respectively. Thus, RSTI
can be utilized in machine learning scenarios where addi-
tional security guarantees are needed.
NGINX. We evaluated NGINX, a real-world application, on
the Apple M1. We stress its 4 big cores and use the same con-
figuration used to test NGINX TLS transactions per second
[60]. We relied on wrk [36], an HTTP benchmarking tool, to
stress test NGINX by generating concurrent HTTP requests.
wrk was run on a separate machine on the same network
and spawned three threads, with each thread handling 50
connections. The overhead was 5.98%, 3.93%, and 12.76% for
RSTI-STWC, RSTI-STC and RSTI-STL, respectively.
The total geometric mean across all the benchmarks and

applications is 5.29%, 2.97% and 11.12% for RSTI-STWC, RSTI-
STC and RSTI-STL, respectively.
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Overall. As can be seen, the RSTI mechanisms have mild
overhead. Some exceptions are there for RSTI-STL, where the
overhead can exceed 100%. This is still comparatively lower
to other mechanisms such as DFI, which has an average
overhead of around 106%. However, real programs, such as
NGINX and PyTorch, have a reasonable overhead. Thus, the
RSTI mechanisms can be effectively used to secure machine
learning and real-world applications.
Comparison against prior works RSTI offers lower over-
head compared to other PAC-based defense mechanisms
such as PARTS [55]. PARTS is evaluated only on nbench,
and the mean overhead is 19.5%. In comparison, RSTI’s mean
overhead on nbench is 1.54%, 0.52% and 2.78% for RSTI-
STWC, RSTI-STC and RSTI-STL respectively. Although both
PARTS andRSTI instrument data pointers, our design choices,
such as using LLVM ptrauth intrinsics, running the pass in
the backend, using LTO and -O2 optimizations allowed our
compiler to produce more optimized code.

7 Discussion and Limitations

Comparisonwithmemory safety. Due to the constricting
nature of the RSTI mechanisms and due to the fact that
RSTI protects all pointers in a program, RSTI provides a
static alternative to traditional memory safety techniques
for providing spatial and temporal safety. Bear in mind that
RSTI does not prevent spatial and temporal memory errors
but prevents an attacker from abusing them. In addition to
that, RSTI does not instrument non-pointer variables, and
they are out of scope of this work. The design can be extended
to include offsets and indexes by converting them to pointers
to cover them, but we relegate this to future work.
Metadata attack in RSTI. Pointer-to-pointer metadata
is the only metadata that is stored in memory. However,
the attacker cannot see the actual types in memory. In our
implementation, each type is assigned a type ID in the inter-
nal LLVM data structure during compilation. When storing
pointer-to-pointer metadata, that type ID is used to represent
each type. Thus, the metadata information is not meaningful
to the attacker. Also, the metadata is read-only and can only
be accessed by the RSTI pointer-to-pointer library.
RSTI with mechanisms other than PAC RSTI can be
enforced without necessarily relying on ARM’s PAC. PAC
is more of an implementation choice. The enforcement can
be done with any mechanism that can utilize the scope-type
information. For example, CCFI [58] relies on classes of point-
ers and an AES cryptographic function to generate MACs
that get stored alongside the object. A hardware-accelerated
AES cryptographic mechanism, similar to the one in CCFI,
can be used to replace PAC. RSTI can also be used in embed-
ded systems by using PACBTI [13] introduced in ARMv8.1-
M. It is similar to ARMv8.3 PAC, but the PAC is placed in a
separate register and not on the pointer.

Possibility of replay attacks Due to the existence of an
equivalence class more than 1 for RSTI-STC and RSTI-STWC,
as can be seen in Table 3, it would be theoretically possible
for replay attacks to occur. For example, an attacker want-
ing to abuse perlbench under RSTI-STWC would have to
choose gadgets that are confined to the 82 equivalent vari-
ables. This is even more of a possibility with RSTI-STC due
to the combining of RSTI-types. For example, an attacker
wanting to abuse perlbench under RSTI-STC would have to
choose gadgets that are confined to the 33 equivalent types
or the 198 equivalent variables. However, the viability of a
replay attack is still reduced with RSTI. In order to carry
out a successful attack by abusing pointers in a program, an
attacker needs the pointers to be actually useful to the attack,
not just any pointers. This makes practical attacks harder
to execute on the RSTI-mechanisms. A potential area of fu-
ture work might be choosing the mechanism based on the
variables with the same RSTI-type. For example in the case
of xalancbmk which has 122 equivalent variables for RSTI-
STWC, STL can be used to ensure security. RSTI-STWC can
be used when the number of variables with the same RSTI-
type is smaller, such as in the case of mcf which has only 9
equivalent variables for RSTI-STWC.
Handling external code RSTI supports uninstrumented
libraries by stripping the PACwhen an external library call is
made. However, this does not work for all cases. If a pointer is
passed directly to the external library, then the pointer will be
authenticated first, and the same happens when the pointer
gets passed from the external library. However, if there is a
composite pointer, for example a pointer to a structure that
is a node in a linked list, then this would not be supported
without compiling the external library with RSTI to verify
the pointer when it gets used in the external library. If the
external library is not compiled with RSTI, then it is a bad
pointer that will cause the RSTI security check to fail. Thus,
the external library could be compiled with RSTI if needed.
This issue is also available in other similar solutions such as
CPI [53] and VIP [48].
Exclusion of non-pointer variables RSTI only instru-
ments pointer variables. Non-pointer variables are out of
scope. The design can be extended to include converting
offsets to pointers to cover them. However, this is not in the
scope of this work and we relegate this to future work.

8 Related Work

Type-based defenses. EffectiveSan [32] conducts bounds
checking by combining type checking with low fat pointers.
RSTI does not aim to do bounds checking and does not rely
on low fat pointers. TDI [62] relies on grouping types into
specific memory arenas by relying on a special allocator
and compiler instrumentation. RSTI doesn’t need a special
allocator and thus doesn’t suffer from the same compatibility
issues. Type after type [79] replaces regular allocations with
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typed allocations that never reuse memory previously used.
Since this is done with a special allocator, it has compatibility
issues that RSTI doesn’t suffer from. Type-based defenses
suffer from attacks that abuse pointers of the same type. RSTI
adds the permission, scope and location to better defend
against these attacks. However, this means that external
libraries must be instrumented with RSTI to be protected.
TDI, for example, doesn’t require that since pointers passed
to external functions or stored in memory are always masked.
This limitation can be overcome by compiling the library
with the RSTI compiler.
ARM PAC defenses. PARTS [55] protects pointers with
pointer authentication by relying on the LLVM ElementType
as the modifier. The LLVMElementType is likely to repeat and
can be exploited [47]. PARTS relies only on the default type
and doesn’t have the distinct type of scope-type information
that RSTI provides. This makes PARTS vulnerable to pointer
substitution attacks. RSTI is less susceptible to these attacks
than PARTS. PARTS has an average overhead of 19.5% on
nbench, while RSTI has an averageof 1.54%, 0.52%, and 2.78%
on nbench for RSTI-STWC, RSTI-STC, and RSTI-STL respec-
tively. AOS [51] utilizes the PAC as an index to access a
bounds table and do bounds checking. AOS extends the ISA
with extra instructions and only handles the heap, whereas
RSTI doesn’t need any custom extensions and handles both
heap and stack. AOS does ensure heap spatial and temporal
safety, whereas RSTI does not. However, this comes at the
cost of modifying the hardware, whereas RSTI does not. This
tradeoff makes RSTI more practical to implement.
Data oriented defenses. Data Flow Integrity (DFI) [22]
makes sure that a variable can only be written by its le-
gitimate write instruction. However, complete DFI incurs
around 103% runtime overhead on average and 50% memory
overhead. By comparison, RSTI has a lower average run-
time overhead, and almost no memory overhead. Hardware
assisted Data Flow Isolation (HDFI) [75] provides instruction-
level isolation by relying on tags. Whenever a memory is
read, HDFI checks if the tag matches the expected value.
However, HDFI relies on a 1-bit tag, and thus only two pro-
tection domains. RSTI’s use of pointer authentication allows
for a much finer grained protection. YARRA [72] is an exten-
sion of the C language that relies on programmer annotations
to protect critical data types. By comparison, RSTI does not
need any programmer annotations. WIT [7] uses points-to
analysis to identify objects that can be modified by each
instruction. They then use static analysis to identify mem-
ory accesses and objects that are safe. These are accesses
that do not violate write integrity and objects that only have
safe accesses. WIT only instruments writes that are unsafe.
However, WIT does not protect reads, and thus data can be
corrupted when being read into a register. RSTI can defend
against this type of attack. RSTI protects all reads and writes
in a program and makes sure they are legitimate.

Control-flow hijacking defenses. Control-Flow Integrity
(CFI) [6] constricts the number of valid target sites for an
indirect control-flow transfer. Static CFI schemes are vul-
nerable to a control flow bending [19] attack. Since RSTI
protects all pointers, RSTI is able to defend against a bend-
ing attack, whereas static CFI schemes cannot. Code Pointer
Integrity (CPI) [53] protects a subset of pointers, referred
to as sensitive pointers. Since RSTI protects all pointers, it
provides stronger guarantees than CPI. CPI is vulnerable to
the NEWTON attack, whereas RSTI is able to defend against
it as we discussed in §6.1.
Other memory safety defense mechanisms Both RSTI
and memory safety techniques aim to defend against attack-
ers by enforcing the correct execution of a program. How-
ever, RSTI does not prevent spatial and temporal memory
errors and it does not protect non-pointer variables, com-
pared to memory safety techniques that might cover these.
The trade-off here is that RSTI has much more efficient per-
formance than these techniques whilst providing protection
to all pointers in a program. Our choice of context is built
off of what is already available in the program, so it does
not need complex compiler analysis to determine how the
pointers should be used.

It is possible for other memory safety guarantees to be en-
coded in PAC contexts. For example, PACMem [54] uses the
object size and a unique birthmark to encode the metadata
for memory objects into the PAC. However, this necessi-
tates a large and complex metadata with memory overhead
of around 82.96%, whilst RSTI uses little metadata. SAFE-
Code [30] is a heap-based memory safety mechanism that
uses pool allocation based on types. RSTI is able to encode
the metadata it needs into the pointer, and thus can do run-
time checks directly with the authentication instructions,
whereas SAFECode relies on doing heap runtime checks
due to its reliance on the pool allocation. In addition to that,
RSTI’s implementation is simpler than SAFECode. There
could be some errors that are detected by RSTI which are
not detected by SAFECode, and vice versa. However, we
haven’t been able to measure this. Baggy Bounds Check-
ing (BBC) [4] is a bounds checking mechanism that relies
on checking allocation bounds rather than precise object
bounds. PAMD [57] extends BBC to attach metadata to mem-
ory objects. SoftBound+CETS [63] rely on bounds checking
and a lock-and-key mechanism to ensure temporal and spa-
tial safety. In contrast to these mechanisms, RSTI doesn’t
do bounds checking and focuses on protection of pointers.
Even though RSTI does not guarantee spatial and temporal
safety to the extent that these mechanisms do, it still does
provide some spatial and temporal safety guarantees. SAFE-
Code, BBC and PAMD do not require external libraries to
be recompiled, where as RSTI does in order to fully protect
them due to the change in pointer layout. Due to the change
in pointer semantics, it is necessary for external libraries to
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have the PAC instructions instrumented in order to protect
them. However, the tradeoff here is that this comes at the
cost of non-negligible memory overhead due to the extra
allocations in memory needed for the runtime checks. Soft-
Bound+CETS doesn’t change the pointer layout but bounds
information still is not propagated to the external libraries.
Thus, the limitation of external library compatibility is not
unique to RSTI. CHERI [83] redefines pointers into capabili-
ties, providing security with additional embedded metadata.
CHERI completely redefines what a pointer is, thus having
compatibility issues that RSTI doesn’t have. HardBound [29]
is a memory safety defense mechanism that does hardware
bounds checking. HardBound requires new hardware in-
structions to be added, while RSTI can defend with already
existing hardware security features. BOGO [87] utilizes In-
tel MPX [46] to achieve temporal safety, in addition to the
spatial safety provided by MPX. BOGO incurs a mean of 60%
runtime overhead for SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks, whilst
RSTI incurs a mean of 8.42%, 5.36%, and 21.47% for RSTI-
STWC, RSTI-STC, and RSTI-STL, respectively.

9 Conclusion

This paper introduced Scope-Type Integrity (STI), a new
defense policy that enforces pointers to conform to the pro-
grammer’s intended usage by utilizing scope, type and per-
mission information and bringing that information back to
leverage during runtime. We presented RSTI, a robust and
efficient security mechanism that protects all pointers in a
program by leveraging ARM Pointer Authentication. RSTI
enforces STI to ensure that each pointer conforms to its
scope, type, and permission that was originally intended by
the programmer. RSTI leverages this bought back informa-
tion in the runtime. We implemented three RSTI defense
mechanisms with varying levels of security granularity, en-
forcing control-flow and data-flow integrity. We showcased
the security of RSTI against state-of-the-art synthesized and
real attacks, and demonstrated its low performance overhead
across a variety of benchmarks and real-world applications.
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A Artifact.

A.1 Abstract

This artifact contains the source code for the RSTI compiler,
the CMake file needed to compile it, and example C and C++
programs to test it. It should be noted that this source code
needs an Apple M1 machine with MacOS to properly test
it. The RSTI compiler is built on Apple’s fork of the LLVM

compiler infrastructure and uses hardware security features
that are available on theM1 chip. The artifact contains scripts
to compile the RSTI compiler, as well as scripts to compile
the example programs.

A.2 Artifact check-list (meta-information)

• Compilation:Compiling the RSTI Clang compiler andC/C++
code examples compiled the RSTI compiler.

• Run-time environment:MacOS 12 - Monterey.
• Hardware:MacMini with Apple M1 chip, 8GB RAM, 512GB
SSD.

• Execution: Running compiled sample programs.
• Output: Generated binaries of the sample programs in the
same directory.

• How much time is needed to prepare workflow (ap-

proximately)?: Around 20-30 minutes is needed to compile
the custom LLVM.

• Publicly available?: Yes, it is publicly available at:
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10799158. The github repo is
also available at https://github.com/cosmoss-jigu/rsti

• Code licenses (if publicly available)?: Apache License,
Version 2.0

• Archived: 10.5281/zenodo.10799158

A.3 Description

A.3.1 How to access. The artifact can be accessed from
the following link: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10799158.
It can also be accessed through this Github repo by cloning
it: https://github.com/cosmoss-jigu/rsti.

A.3.2 Hardware dependencies. The artifact requires the
Apple M1 chip with the ARMv8.3 ISA or later.

A.3.3 Software dependencies. The artifact requires Ma-
cOS with cmake, make and git packages installed. In addition,
the artifact requires System Integrity Protection (SIP) to be
disabled, and to add support for arm64e compilation to the
nvram boot arguments. Please check the README.md file in
the Github repo for instructions on how to do this.

A.4 Installation

Extract the tar ball from Zenodo or clone the Github repo
to your machine. Then follow the instructions listed in the
README.md file.

A.5 Experiment workflow

1. Create a build folder in the directory with the com-
mand mkdir build

2. Go into the build folder with the command cd build
3. Generate the Makefile from the CMakeLists with the

command cmake ..
4. Compile the RSTI compiler with the command
make llvm-mac-all

5. Run the rsti_compile scripts with their respective
example C/C++ program.

6. Run the generated binaries of each example program.
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For more details, see the README.md file.

A.6 Evaluation and expected results

Success in running the compiled programs with a "Hello
World"message being printed for the C program, and a "Hello
from regular function" message being printed for the C++
program

A.7 Notes

If youwish to use the RSTI compiler, please check the compile
scripts in the example directory for all the flags necessary.
You can copy the file and modify it as needed.
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